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ON-DEMAND CYBER INTELLIGENCE TRAINING
Uplevel your security team anywhere and anytime

HIGHLIGHTS
• Content includes 8-32 hours of
videos, textbooks and assessments,
accessible 24x7 through a standard
web browser
• Courses align to different phases
of the intelligence lifecycle and
different job roles
• Live, instructor-led versions of all
courses are available, either on-site
or remote

Many organizations struggle to effectively use cyber intelligence to drive operations
and critical training can interfere with scheduled security responsibilities. The career
development pathway for analysts is often unclear, with no foundational, intermediate
or advanced-level tracks. Students need training options that fit into their schedule and
prepare them for on-the-job success both now and in the future.
On-Demand Intelligence Training is a cost-effective way to empower cyber security
teams to effectively use intelligence across different job roles, at different skill levels.
Courses can include videos led by Mandiant experts and practitioners, textbooks,
interactive assessments and a live, instructor-led lab.

• Cost is $1,000 per course
(non-transferable)

FIGURE 1. Online courses available 24x7 through a standard browser.
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The value of Mandiant intelligence training
Incorporates real intelligence reporting
Mandiant intelligence reporting and case studies from the
frontlines demonstrate the practical application of concepts.

Clears pathways for advancement

Enables self-paced learning
Material can be accessed 24x7 for three months from date of
purchase. During that time, learners can pause and return to
training as often as desired.

Courses are being developed for foundational, intermediate, and
advanced learners, with clear pathways for career growth tied to
different use cases and phases of the intelligence lifecycle.
TABLE 1. Available courses.

Course

Description

Cyber Intelligence Foundations (CIF)

A foundational survey course that introduces the field of cyber intelligence. All subsequent courses reinforce concepts
introduced here.

Intelligence Research I (Scoping)

Aligns to Planning and Direction Phase of Intelligence Lifecycle. Learn how to ask the right questions and identify relevant
context to properly scope an RFI, assess sources and utilize a research management system.

Intelligence Research II
(OSINT Techniques and Tools)

Aligns to Collection and Processing Phase of Intelligence Lifecycle. Learn how to use open-source tools to identify and think
critically about ways to advance investigations across multiple use cases.

Intelligence Production (Q3 2021)

Aligns to Production Phase of Intelligence lifecycle. Learn how to structure, compose and edit intelligence products and
briefings by deconstructing a series of vendor reports.

Learn more at www.mandiant.com/intelligence
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Since 2004, Mandiant has been a trusted security leader to organizations
that can’t afford to fail. Today Mandiant delivers decades of frontline
insights at scale through easy-to-deploy and consume SaaS solutions
for provable and transformative cyber defense.
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